Warman's Barbie Doll Field Guide: Values And Identification (Warman's Field Guide)
**Synopsis**

This fun, affordable and fact-filled guide allows you to bask in the beauty of Barbie, while providing details to help you identify and assess the value of the dolls in your collection, or those you dream about owning. The perfect size to use at shops, garage sales, and during online auctions, this guide contains fashion sets and nearly 50 years of the most valuable and collectible Barbie dolls.
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**Customer Reviews**

Review Update: I received a comment asking for details regarding the errors I found. I thought it might be more useful to note a few of them within my review. Hopefully they will illustrate my issues with the book. The reference material is poor. Problems range from the captions for the photos not matching the detailed description of the same doll (so which is correct?) to too many omissions. For example, if a doll comes with three wigs, why is only one pictured? When there isn’t even a description of the wig styles, how is the collector to know what they are looking for or if what they are buying is legitimate and complete? One photograph shows a doll that was originally released with three wigs and some other unique accessories. The photograph doesn’t include the wigs or
accessories, and neither the caption or description mentions the omitted items. How is the collector to know what is missing, or if attempting to buy the doll, that the included items are the correct pieces? Yet another doll was made in a wig version -- a fact not mentioned anywhere in the doll’s description. So, if a collector sees that doll at a show they will have no idea what it is or if the description the dealer is presenting is accurate. The description for a common vintage doll notes a valuable variation but no picture is included to help the collector identify the doll. One of the most important skills a collector can learn is the ability to properly differentiate between the various ponytail Barbie dolls issued. In this book, ignoring errors, the material is only partially there.
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